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“Lou and his whole team were extremely responsive. They 
kept us in the loop and we were able to move through the 
whole process with ease! Highly recommend! “ - Kristen F

Lou Sarris
SVP Area Manager

NMLS #658997

770.722.0062
lou.sarris@fairwaymc.com

www.LouSarrisLoans.com

With over 20 years’ experience in sales and branch management 
in the mortgage industry, Lou is considered a seasoned veteran 

among his peers. 

He has consistently been one of the top producers in the country, 
has been named multiple times in Mortgage Originator magazine as 

Rookie of the Year and one of Top 200 Originators in the Nation.

Several years ago, he joined forces with two longtime business 
partners and top producers in the industry to build Northpoint 

Mortgage. He felt his passion to lead mortgage professionals and 
to continue to build life-long relationships with his clients was best 

utilized in this new environment. 
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“Lou was so helpful and available 
when we needed to talk. He walked us 
through a process that could have been 
extremely confusing and stressful and 
he made it nearly painless. We are so 
grateful that our realtor recommended 
Lou and I would recommend him to 
anyone I know looking to buy a house. 
Also, the gift he gave us was beautiful. 
We love Lou.”  - Nicole T

“Lou is so detailed and takes the time to explain everything 
very clearly along the way. He is always reaching out with 
updates (even if it’s a ‘no-update-update’). And the time from 
application to approval is always so fast and efficient.” 
- Rodney A



Extended LOCK Program

EXTENDED LOCKS are great options if you are considering a new 
construction build or if the seller cannot close inside of a 90-day 
window. 

 • 120 Day Lock
 • 180 Day Lock
 • 240 Day Lock
 • 360 Day Lock 

When taking advantage of one of the extended locks, you will be 
required to pay a lock deposit of 1% of your loan amount which is fully 
refunded at closing. 

There is also a one-time Float Down Option available once you are 
within 30 days of your closing date. If interest rates drop, you will get the 
lower current rate. If rates are higher then your locked rate is safe! 

There’s no disadvantage to utilize this option during an increasing 
interest rate environment. 
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RECAST Your Mortgage

Recasting your mortgage is an excellent option for borrowers who have 
fluctuating income, get a large bonus, have commission opportunity 
or own real estate they want to hold until after they close on a new 
property.  

How the RE-CAST works: you can make a lump sum payment toward 
the principal balance of your home loan. Northpoint Mortgage will 
re-amortize your mortgage which will lower your payment. The 
amortization will go off the remaining term of the mortgage. This will 
lower your payment, your rate will not change, and you can do this 
more than once.

EXAMPLE: 

$500K starting loan; principal and interest payment of $2,684.00. One-
time principal reduction of $100K, new payment is $2,149.00 

There is a minimal $300 recast fee, but no closing cost. Our rates do not 
change, and the new term is amortized off your existing term. 
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2/1 BUYDOWN

The 2/1 buydown is a great tool for you to get a 2% reduction in the 
current rate for the first year and a 1% reduction on year two. By year 
three, the rate would be original rate. 

(Example if you lock a $500K loan amount and the current rate is 
6%, year one rate would be 4%, year two would be 5% and year three 
through 30 would be 6%). 

The cost for this specific buydown would be $10,537.26. However, your 
year-one savings would be $6,961.70 and year-two savings would be 
$3,575.50. The total savings is the same amount of the initial buydown 
cost. 

This can also benefit Realtors and Sellers avoiding price reductions and 
attracting more interest on listings. 

One-year buydowns are also an option. 

For a Conventional loan, the seller or buyer can pay for the buydown. For VA, FHA, USDA and Jumbo loans, only the seller 
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REFINANCE Your Mortgage

REFINANCE in the future when rates drop. This is the number one 
incentive for you not to worry about higher interest rates. 

Remember you are buying the home, but not married to the rate. Higher 
rates are temporary, and history shows us that every 3 to 4 years interest 
rates fluctuate by 2% to 3% on average. 

If you purchase your home and use Northpoint Mortgage as your lender, 
you can return to us to refinance once rates drop.  

Other incentives when coming back to us for your refinance are:

NO lender fees, NO intangible tax, NO owners title insurance,                 
NO discount points, negotiated attorney fees (50% in most cases), and 
possibly NO appraisal. 

(This incentive is based on a $500K loan amount, which is approximately 
$4,800 in closing cost savings). 
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Preferred Lender

LOU SARRIS 
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT | MANAGING PARTNER | NORTHPOINT MORTGAGE 
A branch of Fairway Independent Mortgage Corp.  
NMLS #658997 | GA Licensee NMLS #33952 | Corporate NMLS #2289 
 

300 Colonial Center Parkway, Suite 250 | Roswell, GA 30076 Branch NMLS #870665 
1140 Old Peachtree Rd, Suite D | Duluth, GA 30097 Branch NMLS #1233829
Office/Fax: 678.273.2838  
Cell: 770.722.0062  
Email: Lou.Sarris@fairwaymc.com
Web: LouSarris.com 
Apply Now: Northpoint Mortgage
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